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With the Aritco SmartLift App we want to create a great 
user experience when the lift owner wants to configure their 
Aritco lift.

With a user friendly mobile app it’s easy to control the features 
of the lift, and you will always have access to information and 
status of your lift.

The biggest advantage with the app is giving the lift owner 
direct control with the ability to change both appearance 
and functionality to their liking.

Our intention is to continously develop the Aritco SmartLift 
App according to feedback we get from the market to make 
sure it stays attractive and adds value to the owner of an 
Aritco lift.
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Aritco SmartLift App

Key functionality
The Aritco home lifts are SmartLift enabled which means you get live status 
information in the app and the maintenance provider can get access to a 
Fleet management system for remote monitoring and support of the lift.

Lift Status Lift status OK!
The Lift is OK.

Check the lift!!
The lift has warnings and user should 
check the error message and contact 
a maintenance provider depending on 

the type of problem.

Check the lift!!
The lift has active alarms and the 

user should check the message and 
contact a maintenance proveder to  

fix the problem.

Maintenance indicator Indicates when it is time for the next service.

Child lock Lock the lift so it cannot be operated from the platform. This feature can be activated instantly 
and you can create a weekly recurring schedule.

Floor lock Lock a floor so you cannot travel to this floor. This feature can be activated instantly and you 
can create a weekly recurring schedule.

DesignLight
The user can configure 3 different modes for the lights. Always on, where the lights in the lift 
are always on. Fade, where the lights fade to the user configured level when the lift is not in 
use. Energy saving, which turn off all lights when the lift is not in use. 
If the lift is equipped with the color LED you can set the color of the shaft lights via the app.

Speed For lifts with the high speed option the user can set the desired travel speed. *

App download Can be downloaded from:  
Apple App Store, Google Play and Huawei AppGallery.

Explore

* Only available outside CE and UKCA markets.


